We study rational approximations x/y to algebraic and, more generally, to real numbers { . Given ô > 0 , and writing L = log(l + c5)^the number of approximations with |£ -(x/y)\ < y~2~s is < L_1 loglog// + C\{S,r) if ( is algebraic of degree < r and of height H , and is < L_l loglog#+C2 (<5) if £ is real and we restrict to approximations with y < B . It turns out that the dependency on H resp. B in these estimates is the best possible, i.e., that the summands Z.-1 loglog// resp. L~'loglogß are optimal.
Introduction
Our investigation started with the observation that a recent bound of Bombieri and Van der Poorten [1] , and also of Luckhardt [4] , for the number of exceptional approximations in Roth's Theorem is in some sense the best possible. But it will be convenient to begin our discussion with good approximations to real numbers in general.
Suppose ô > 0, M > 0. Given a real number ¡t,, a rational number x/y in reduced form and with y > 0 will be called a (ô, M)-approximation to £, if M :i) < y2+s
Throughout, write (2) L = log(l+¿).
Theorem 1. Suppose ô > 0, M >\, and let t\ be real. Then for any B > 1, the number of (ô, M)-approximations to £ with y < B is (3) <L log+logß + 24Af(ri +1).
Here and below, log+x = log* when x > 1 , and log+x = 0 when 0 < x < 1 . The first summand in (3) is the best possible. (2M  +1) ), the number of (3 ,M)-approximations to t\ with y < B is > L~l loglogZ? -L~l log((5_1 log(2M~l + 1)).
We now turn to approximations to an algebraic number a. Suppose a is algebraic of degree < r where r > 1, and of absolute height H (a) = H, as defined, e.g. in [1] . Bombieri and Van der Poorten showed that the number of reduced approximations x/y with positive y and with 1 < 64h{x/y)2+s
where h(x/y) :-max(|.x| ,y) and where 0 < 3 < 30 with absolute 30 , is (4) < (216) loglog AH + 3000Í!^¿ log (™*L 3 \ 3
Luckhardt [4] used "Herbrand analysis" to obtain a similar result. Earlier bounds are due to Davenport and Roth [2] . In order to express everything in terms of (S, Af ^approximations, we will easily deduce the following from the Bombieri-Van der Poorten argument.
Theorem 3. With a as above, and with 0 < ô < ô0, M > 5, the number of (3, M)-approximations to a is In the special case when ô < 1, M -1 and K = ß(v/2), we may take cx{ô,M,K) = L^\o%{l/ô).
(ii) Given r > 0, there are infinitely many algebraic numbers a of degree < r having at least IT1 log+ log H [a) + L~[ logr -c2{S, M)
This shows in particular that the second summand in (5) is not superfluous, and that it has to involve log r.
We will prove Theorems 1-4 in § §2 and 3. In subsequent work [6] , the second author will generalize the present results to simultaneous approximations.
Good rational approximations to real numbers
For completeness we begin with a very simple lemma which is probably well known, although not stated explicitly in the literature.
Lemma. Let £ be real and 3 > 0. Given 1 < A < B, the number of (3 ,\)-approximations to t\ with A < y < B is < l+L'{log+(logB/logA). logy, >(l+¿)logy0-log(2AT),
Now when yv < B, we obtain (1 +S)V < log.fi, so that the number of large approximations is (6) l + i/ < 1 +L~llog+\ogB.
Next, consider the set S(u) of (3, .^-approximations with e" < y < eu+ . If u is fixed and if (with a change of notation) xQ/y0, ... ,xJy are the approximations in S(u), ordered such that x0/y0 < ■ < x/y , then x,+1/y;+1 -x,/y, > l/(y¡J¿.|) > e~2u~2, so that x/y -x0/y0 > ße'2"'2.
On the other hand, xß/yß -x0/y0 < |£ -[xß/yß)\ + \Ç -(x0/y0)\ < 2Me-u{2+ô). Thus S(u) has cardinality |S(k)|= l+//< l+2Me2"1"5.
The small approximations are contained in the union of S (0) "»n^rt+l -¿</" </"
so that each p"/i" is a (3, A/)-approximation to C;. Writing Q -log(2Af ' +1 )
we have logg, = 0, log<?2 < (l+3)logq{ + Q = Q, log#3 < (1 + 3)logq2 + Q < ((l+3)+l)Q,..., We have Q8~\\ +3)N > logB and N>L~l log+{8Q~X log B) = L~x log log B -L~llog(3~l log(2A/_1 + 1)), since logB > 8~X log(2AT' + 1) = <T'ö by our condition on B .
In particular, £ has infinitely many (3, M ^approximations, so that £ is transcendental by Roth's Theorem. It would be easy to construct continuummany numbers c\ with the property of Theorem 2.
Good rational approximations to algebraic numbers
Proof of Theorem 3. Initially we will suppose that |a| < \ . Let n be minimal with (10) corresponds to the inequality 8\fh~ > 6y/\ogr in [1] , it follows from the work of [1] that the number of solutions of (12) and (13) does not exceed the second summand in (4), with 3/2 in place of 8 , i.e.,
2s<!ij£ log (2™äi).
There remain the small approximations with y < (SMH)X0/Sr! = B , say. We have \og+ logB = log((W/8ri)\og(&MH)) = log(20n\/3) + \oglog(8MH) < log20 + «log« + log<r' +loglog{SMH).
Our choice of n implies that n < 144<T2logr+ 1 < 146<T2logr, so that log+logß < loglog(8AfJ7) + 1503 2(logr)log(150<T2logr) By Theorem 1, the number of small approximations is < L_1 log+ logB + 24M(8~X + 1) < L~x loglog(8A/7/) + 400M<T3(logr) log(150á"2logr), provided 0 < 8 < 30 . Recalling that M >\, and taking the total number of large and small approximations, we get (14) <L"'log+log//+ 195,000M<r5(log02log(200£:2iogr).
All this was when |a| < \. In general, when, say, a has degree r and K = Q{a), the field height of a in if is Hr, with
where a , ... ,a are the conjugates of a, and v runs through the nonArchimedean absolute values. Thus if m is an integer with \a -m\ < 5 , then ¡w| < |a| + j < Hr + j < 2Hr. The number à = a -m has |â| < j , and when q(,) is a conjugate distinct from â , then |â(,)| < |a(,)| + \m\ < Hr+ 2Hr = 3Hr. Thus when H denotes the absolute height, and therefore Hr the field height of q , we havê r = nmax(l,|â(,)|)nmax(l,|o|t,)<(3//r)f X]Jmax(l ,\a\v) <(3Hr)r~XH <3rHr , and H < 3Hr. Observe that log+ log H < log r + log log( 3H) < log+ log H + 2 + log r.
Since the number of (S, M ^approximations for à is the same as for a, it will suffice to use the bound (14) with H replaced by H. Theorem 3 follows. with coprime integer coefficients. It is known (Mahler [5] ) that (r+1) ' H0(a) > H(a)r. Since our £ is fixed, we may write c4(Ç, r) = c5(r). Thus 
